Netherlands

Facts Netherlands
Major Office Locations
• Amsterdam, Rotterdam

Ports Served
• RTM (Rotterdam)

Airports Served
• AMS (Amsterdam)

Warehouse Space
• 4,500 sqm
Certifications
• ISO 9001:2015
• AEO-F
• TAPA certified sites in country
• Dangerous goods/hazmat License
• GDP

About Agility
The Netherlands serves as the gateway to Europe for many international
businesses due to the country’s strategic location and commerce-friendly tax
structure. Agility acts as a Fiscal Representative so that non-EU companies can
take advantage of VAT refunds or usage of local deferment systems without
registration in that particular country. Agility is more than prepared to meet
each customer’s unique demands for warehousing and multi-modal transport.
The port of Rotterdam and Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport are accessible hubs
for ocean freight and air freight shipped by our customers in the chemicals,
indus-trial and retail sectors. Cargo bound for Europe and eastern
destinations are moved round the clock over our extensive road freight
network.

Head Office
Agility BV
Anthony Fokker Business Park
Fokkerweg 300, Bldg 2A
1438 AN Oude Meer (Schiphol)
Netherlands
+31 88 436 0000

Services
• Freight Forwarding
(air, ocean, road)
• Warehousing & Distribution
• Cross-border Trucking
• Customs Clearance
• Project Logistics
• Chemical Logistics

Netherlands

Customer Examples
Maintaining a lucrative pipeline for a major oil company
Success or failure in the oil and gas industry depends on how quickly drilling results in the production and extraction of oil or gas. Working with one of
the world’s largest oil companies in Poland, Agility custom-built wooden racks
that reached up to seven stories high to store 4,500 pipes in five different
sizes. These pipes were transported to conveyer plants in Poland under strict
safety regulations. Agility is also the company’s freight forwarder, importing
and exporting geological equipment and gas samples classified as dangerous goods (DGs) in 20-liter cylinders to Germany, the U.K. and the Netherlands.
Agility gets these DGs between borders by handling the customs clearance
documentation on the company’s behalf.

Mastering a major supply chain through real-time tech tools
Our client has a reputation as one of the largest computer hard disk drive
manufacturers in the world; on-time delivery is a critical factor in its success.
Agility manages its inbound airfreight shipments from Thailand and Malaysia,
then distributes to 15 countries in Europe using air, ocean and road freight. We
set up a regional control tower in the Netherlands to monitor all inbound shipments. The client maintains visibility through our proprietary track-and-trace
system, which is connected via EDI to in-house Oracle and Compass systems.
This gives the client real-time shipment updates and enables quicker, more efficient responses to global demand. As a result, the client has improved sales.
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